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The Old Way to Create a Map (1)

• Earliest days of printing: plate manufacture
is  part of the design process

• A physical impression must be made of the map

• Positive: carved, e.g. out of wood (letterpress)

• Negative: carved/etched into metal (intaglio)

• Often over-printed on an available street map

• Each colour on separate plate, registration issues

• Hard to keep up to date if rapid expansion

• Lettering by hand, or metal letters used
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The Old Way to Create a Map (1)

• A physical impression must be made of the map

• Positive: carved, e.g. out of wood (letterpress)

• Ink sits on protrusions

• Need strong detail to preserve
integrity of the material
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The Old Way to Create a Map (1)

• A physical impression must be made of the map

• Positive: carved, e.g. out of wood (letterpress)
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The Old Way to Create a Map (1)

• A physical impression must be made of the map

• Negative: carved/etched into metal (intaglio)

• Ink drawn into grooves and pits

• Finer detail and more longevity
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The Old Way to Create a Map (1)

• A physical impression must be made of the map

• Negative: carved/etched into metal (intaglio)
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The Old Way to Create a Map (1)

• Often over-printed on an available street map
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The Old Way to Create a Map (1)

• Each colour on separate plate, registration issues
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The Old Way to Create a Map (1)

• Earliest days of printing: plate manufacture
is  part of the design process

• A physical impression must be made of the map

• Positive: carved, e.g. out of wood (letterpress)

• Negative: carved/etched into metal (intaglio)

• Often over-printed on an available street map

• Each colour on separate plate, registration issues

• Hard to keep up to date if rapid expansion

• Lettering by hand, or metal letters used

• Designs often crude, a neat schematised
map might not always be possible
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The New Way to Print a Map

• Photo-lithography transforms printing

• Plates chemically treated so that

• Some parts attract water/repel oil (ink)

• Some parts repel water/attract oil (ink)

• Plates do not contact paper directly, (offset 
lithography), ink transferred to a printing surface

• Plates can be mounted on rollers;
high speed printing possible

• Detail only limited by resolution
of plate creation process
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The Old Way to Create a Map (2)
• Photo-lithography: only images needed, plates one step 

removed from the design process

• Map only needs to be drawn and photographed

• For example, technique for some Underground maps

• Photograph intended design with detail in black

• Create a negative, black background, clear detail

• Colour implemented by blacking out unwanted 
details, one blacked out image for each colour

• Lines hand drawn (standard angles) or tape

• Lettering hand drawn or Letraset

• Stations hand drawn, or custom stickers
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The Old Way to Create a Map (2)

• For example, technique for some Underground maps

• Photograph intended design with detail in black

Intended map Drawn/photographed so 
that all details are black
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• For example, technique for some Underground maps

• Create a negative, black background, clear detail

The Old Way to Create a Map (2)

Drawn/photographed so 
that all details are black

Negative, the map
details are transparent
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The Old Way to Create a Map (2)

• For example, technique for some Underground maps

• Colour implemented by blacking out unwanted 
details, one blacked out layer for each colour

Negative, the map
details are transparent

Remaining transparency
will be where the blue

ink will be applied

Remaining transparency
will be where the red

ink will be applied
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The Old Way to Create a Map (2)

• For example, technique for some Underground maps

• Two plates give a two-colour map

Blue plate plus red plate gives a two-colour map
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The Old Way to Create a Map (2)
• Photo-lithography: only images needed, plates one step 

removed from the design process

• Map only needs to be drawn and photographed

• For example, technique for some Underground maps

• Photograph intended design with detail in black

• Create a negative, black background, clear detail

• Colour implemented by blacking out unwanted 
details, one blacked out image for each colour

• Lines hand drawn (standard angles) or tape

• Lettering hand drawn or Letraset

• Stations hand drawn, or custom stickers
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The Old Way to Create a Map (2)
• Photo-lithography: only images needed, plates one step 

removed from the design process

• Map only needs to be drawn and photographed

• For example, technique for some Underground maps

• Photograph intended design with detail in black

• Create a negative, black background, clear detail

• Colour implemented by blacking out unwanted 
details, one blacked out image for each colour

• Lines hand drawn (standard angles) or tape

• Lettering hand drawn or Letraset

• Stations hand drawn, or custom stickers

• Now maps can be made with more precision
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The New Way to Create a Map

• Digital lithography: plates can be created direct from a 
computer file

• No need to photograph a physical map

• Vector graphics packages can easily
support any design rules you like

• Easier to experiment and finely adjust

• Computer fonts make typesetting easy

• Scalable; maps no longer have a size
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Colour Technology

• Spot colour: each mixed separately before printing, 
lighter shades can be made using tints

• Most presses restricted to maximum of six colours

• For more, feed paper twice through printer

• Problem: registration, paper may stretch
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Colour Technology

• Process colour: all created by combination of CMYK 
(reflected light), incompatible with RGB
on monitor (transmitted light)

• Many more colours available simultaneously

• Registration issues should be less acute

• Some colours difficult to reproduce, less vibrant

• Some variability in appearance, depends on press
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Comparing Digital with Mechanical

• Digital more precise, every corner,
angle and letter can be identical

• Digital: more easy to experiment and adjust

• Digital might lead to over-precision, e.g. identical arcs 
when variability might be beneficial

• Digital particularly associated with four-process colour

• Digital: certain configurations very
hard to create, much easier by hand

• Curves, merging coloured lines in certain ways

• Weaving lines needs a lot of extra work
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Comparing Digital with Mechanical

• Digital: certain configurations very
hard to create, much easier by hand

• Curves, merging coloured lines in certain ways
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Comparing Digital with Mechanical

• Digital: certain configurations very
hard to create, much easier by hand

• Weaving lines needs extra work
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Comparing Digital with Mechanical

• Digital more precise, every curve,
angle and letter can be identical

• Digital: more easy to experiment and adjust

• Digital might lead to over-precision, e.g. identical arcs 
when variability might be beneficial

• Digital associated with four-process colour

• Digital: certain configurations very
hard to create, much easier by hand

• Curves, merging coloured lines in certain ways

• Weaving lines needs a lot of extra work

• Digital: entry barriers removed, open to all!
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Using Vector Graphic Software

• Bitmapped versus vector graphics

• Creating objects: text, lines, arcs, stations and 
interchange components, using an item bank

• Decide stroke and fill for each object

• Selecting objects holistically versus individual points; 
sizing versus distorting 

• Rotating, flipping, layering objects

• Using layers to overlay details consistently

• Taking advantage of guides and align

• Converting arcs to curves
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Using Vector Graphic Software

• Bitmapped versus vector graphics

• Bitmaps store pixel colours and locations

• Vectors store mathematical equations of objects

• Bitmaps only know 
about pixels, can’t 
zoom in very much

• Vectors know about 
whole objects, can 
zoom in infinitely
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Using Vector Graphic Software

• Bitmapped versus vector graphics

• Bitmaps on the same layer don’t modify easily

• Vectors modify infinitely

• Bitmaps 
only encode 
visible pixels

• Vectors
encode
individual 
whole objects
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Using Vector Graphic Software

• Creating objects: text, 
lines, arcs, stations and 
interchange 
components, using
an item bank
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Using Vector Graphic Software

• Decide stroke and fill for each object
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Using Vector Graphic Software

• Selecting objects 
holistically versus 
individual points; 
sizing versus 
distorting
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Using Vector Graphic Software

• Rotating, flipping, layering objects
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Using Vector Graphic Software

• Using layers to overlay details consistently
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Using Vector Graphic Software

• Taking advantage of guides and align
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Using Vector Graphic Software

• Bitmapped versus vector graphics

• Creating objects: text, lines, arcs, stations and 
interchange components, using an item bank

• Decide stroke and fill for each object

• Selecting objects holistically vs individual points

• Adjusting, sizing, rotating, distorting objects

• Using layers to overlay details consistently

• Taking advantage of guides and align

• Most vector graphics packages work in similar ways
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Creating a Map

• Step by step

• Place lines and station names roughly

• Do the difficult interchanges

• Spread outwards to the other interchanges

• Add arcs

• Finish off
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Creating a Map

• Place lines and station names roughly
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Creating a Map

• Do the difficult interchanges
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Creating a Map

• Spread outwards to the other interchanges
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Creating a Map

• Add arcs
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Creating a Map

• Finish off
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Creating a Map

• Step by step

• Place lines and station names roughly

• Do the difficult interchanges

• Spread outwards to the other interchanges

• Add arcs

• Finish off

• There is ALWAYS the undo feature
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Creating a Map

• Basic specifications/key decisions EARLY

• Page size

• Line thickness

• Font size (x-height = line thickness)

• Station size (e.g. Underground ticks 2/3 lines)

• And some final design tips

• Fit lines around station names ALWAYS

• Don’t put off difficult areas until the end

• Arcs: greater radius is more elegant
but more space consuming

• SAVE OFTEN, BACK UP INTO NEW FILES
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Copyright Notice

• The text of and organisation of this presentation is copyright ©Maxwell J Roberts, 
2016-2019. These slides may be distributed in unaltered form, but must not be reused or 
reformatted for presentations or teaching, whatever the purpose, and they must not be 
rehosted for downloading at any other web site, without the express permission of the 
copyright holder.

• The following images are copyright ©Maxwell J Roberts, and may not be reused for any 
purpose except for fair-use educational/illustrative purposes. They may not be used for any 
commercial purpose (e.g., textbook, academic journal that charges a subscription) without 
the express permission of the copyright holder.

• Slides 3, 5, 13-16 inclusive, 20/21, 23/24, 27-34 inclusive, and 37-41 inclusive

• All other images in this presentation are reproduced for strictly illustrative/educational not-
for profit purposes. If you are the originator or copyright holder of any of these images, and 
wish for a credit to be appended to this presentation, please contact Maxwell J Roberts via 
email at mjr@tubemapcentral.com

• The web page from which this presentation was downloaded was www.tubemapcentral.com

• All subjective evaluations expressed are the personal opinions of the author

• This slide must not be deleted from this presentation
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